The centromere regions of most eukaryotic metaphase chromosomes are distinctive. The narrower, more compact appearance of these regions reflects two important related features: centromeric cohesion and extensive blocks of heterochromatin. First, sister centromeres remain associated because the cohesin complex remains intact at centromeres until anaphase. Second, the chromatin coating these regions is very different since they remain condensed throughout the cell cycle and are clearly visible as the most concentrated foci of DNA in interphase cells; this has been termed heterochromatin (Bernard and Allshire 2002) .
It has been known for many years that marker genes placed close to or within such centromeric heterochromatin regions are transcriptionally silenced, often resulting in a variegated phenotype (PEV) reflecting variability in the ability to silence marker genes. Genetic analyses in Drosophila allowed the identification of two important conserved proteins involved in the assembly of this silent heterochromatin. The original mutants were termed Su(var) (suppressor of variegation): The su(var)3-9 and su(var)2-5 genes were found to encode Suv39 (histone H3 lysine 9 methyl transferase) and HP1 (Heterochromatin protein 1), respectively (Reuter and Spierer 1992; Dillon and Festenstein 2002; Richards and Elgin 2002; Schotta et al. 2003) . Both Suv39 and HP1 proteins associate with each other and are concentrated in the large blocks of heterochromatin in pericentromeric regions in both fly and mammalian cells (James et al. 1989; Wreggett et al. 1994; Aagaard et al. 1999; Minc et al. 1999) .
Fission yeast centromere regions bear some resemblance to the large repetitive structures found at fly, plant, and mammalian centromeres (Takahashi et al. 1992; Steiner et al. 1993) . Large inverted repetitive structures surround a central core domain (Fig. 1) . The central region and the inner repeats have a relatively high A+T content and are packaged in unusual chromatin that generates a diffuse smear, rather than a canonical ladder pattern, upon limited digestion with micrococcal nuclease (Polizzi and Clarke 1991; Takahashi et al. 1992) . This probably reflects the fact that most H3 is replaced by the conserved kinetochore specific histone H3-like protein CENP-A cnp1 in this central domain (B. Mellone and R.C. Allshire, unpubl.) . The outer repeats are coated in nucleosomes which are generally underacetylated on lysines in the amino-terminal tails of histones H3 and H4. This hypoacetylated state is important for centromere integrity and function (Ekwall et al. 1997) .
The formation of a functional centromere and kinetochore assembly requires at least one outer repeat and a central core region (Takahashi et al. 1992; Marschall and Clarke 1995; Ngan and Clarke 1997) . The central core alone is unable to be packaged in unusual chromatin when replicated on an extrachromosomal plasmid or other sites in the genome or when replicated in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Polizzi and Clarke 1991; Takahashi et al. 1992) . Thus, this "unusual" CENP-A chromatin is not specified by the underlying DNA sequence within this region alone, but it must be induced by the context in which these sequences are placed. The outer repeats must provide this contextual specificity (Fig. 1) .
VARIABLE ESTABLISHMENT OF FUNCTIONAL CENTROMERES
It is apparent that epigenetic processes act to govern the assembly of a functional centromere in fission yeast. First, erasing the hypoacetylated state of the outer repeats by transiently blocking histone deacetylation (and presumably histone H3 lysine 9 methylation) generates a defective, hypoacetylated centromere state that can be propagated through several divisions and meiosis (Ekwall et al. 1997) . Second, truncated centromeres on episomal plasmids in the fission yeast nucleus can provide centromere function resulting in reasonable mitotic segregation (Takahashi et al. 1992; Baum et al. 1994) . However, the introduction of minimal constructs with part of an outer repeat plus a central domain frequently appear nonfunctional. Nevertheless, in a variable proportion of these transformants functional centromeres are established, imparting mitotic stability on the episome (Steiner and Clarke 1994; Ngan and Clarke 1997) . Once established this functional state is propagated through mitotic and meiotic divisions. It seems likely that these minimal constructs struggle to set up the contextual information required to trigger CENP-A and kinetochore assembly over the adjacent central domain; however, this has not been directly assessed. Consistent with this, only constructs that establish the functional state display "unusual" central core/kinetochore chromatin, but it is not known how this correlates with CENP-A incorporation (Marschall and Clarke 1995) . Even so, the removal of outer repeat hete-rochromatin from established functional centromeres (e.g., by deletion of RNAi components, clr4+, or swi6+) leaves centromeres that retain a reasonably functional kinetochore. In contrast, DNA constructs lacking outer repeat DNA are unable to establish the functional state. This implies that the heterochromatic outer repeats are required to provide a favorable environment for kinetochore assembly but that once established the kinetochore no longer requires flanking heterochromatin for its propagation.
PROPAGATION OF THE FUNCTIONAL CENTROMERE STATE
Because CENP-A chromatin must be pivotal in inducing kinetochore assembly over the central region, there must be specific factors that ensure that CENP-A is only assembled into chromatin in this central region and not elsewhere on chromosomes. Mutations in several kinetochore factors affect the "unusual" kinetochore specific chromatin structure and CENP-A accumulation at centromeres ( Fig. 1) (Saitoh et al. 1997; Goshima et al. 1999; Takahashi et al. 2000; Jin et al. 2002; Pidoux et al. 2003) . Analyses in other organisms indicate that sites of kinetochore assembly are plastic and epigentically regulated (Karpen and Allshire 1997; Sullivan et al. 2001) . Why might this be? It is well known that there must be one and only one centromere per chromosome: Dicentric chromosomes are unstable and this genome instability leads to loss of genetic information. Consequently it would seem sensible to have the process of active centromere duplication and propagation coupled in some manner to the machinery that habitually senses the formation of functional kinetochores. It is well documented that eukaryotes possess a metaphase-anaphase checkpoint that operates by sensing microtubule attachment and thus tension generated between sister centromeres upon capturing microtubules rooted in opposite poles (Millband et al. 2002; Musacchio and Hardwick 2002) .
An attractive idea is that the tension and associated conformational changes generated by correct biorientation of sister kinetochores and progression into anaphase induces a "mark" that is subsequently interpreted to allow CENP-A incorporation ( Fig. 2) (Mellone and Allshire 2003) . This mark could be read by either a replication-coupled or a replication-independent mechanism of CENP-A deposition and chromatin assembly. Such a device would allow fully active functional centromeres to be propagated at the same site through multiple cell divisions whereas defective centromeres might wither after several divisions. In addition, if the correct circumstances contrive to generate a favorable context elsewhere on a chromosome, CENP-A incorporation might allow the establishment of a new site of kinetochore assembly-a neocentromere (Karpen and Allshire 1997; Sullivan et al. 2001; Amor and Choo 2002) -which, if it biorients on a regular basis, will be propagated through multiple divisions. Where examined, most mutants that affect kinetochore function disrupt the "unusual" central core chromatin structure. Nucleosomes with hypoacetylated amino-terminal tails on H3 and H4 coat the outer repeats, thus the action of HDACs allows dimethylation of lysine 9 on H3 by the histone methyltransferase Clr4 and binding of Swi6 and Chp1 via their chromodomains. This results in the recruitment of a high density of cohesin over the outer repeats and this mediates sister centromere cohesion counteracting the pulling forces upon bilateral spindle attachment. The RNAi components Ago1, Dcr1, Rdp1, and Tas3 are required to process outer repeat transcripts and bring about methylation of histone H3 on lysine 9. Chp1 is also required for methylation of lysine 9 H3. Methylation of lysine 9 still occurs in the absence of Swi6.
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on October 18, 2017 -Published by symposium.cshlp.org Downloaded from marker gene at any site within the centromeric outer repeats, inner repeats, or central core results in repression of its transcription (Allshire et al. 1994 . The quality of silencing associated with the central region (imr + central core) and outer repeats differs and presumably reflects the distinctly different chromatin associated with these regions. Silencing within the central kinetochore region is unstable so that expressing and nonexpressing colonies are generated at high frequencies. Marker genes with compromised promoters allow more robust phenotypic silencing when inserted in the central core. This has allowed genetic screens for factors affecting repression within the central domain (Pidoux et al. 2003) . Such screens have identified CENP-A itself, novel kinetochore proteins, and other proteins that are required for the association of normal levels of CENP-A with the central region (Fig. 1) .
In contrast, silencing of markers placed in the outer repeats is much tighter with very few expressing colonies detected. The outer repeats are packaged in hypoacetylated nucleosomes (Ekwall et al. 1997 ). This state is mediated by the action of three histone deacetylases, Clr3, Clr6, and Sir2 (Nakayama et al. 2001; Bjerling et al. 2002; Shankaranarayana et al. 2003 ). Clr3 activity is mainly directed toward deacetylation of histone H3 on lysine 14; Clr6 has a more broad affect on deacetylation of several lysine residues in H3 and H4; and Sir2 participates in deacetylating lysine 9 in the process of spreading the assembly of this silent chromatin outward from a nucleation site along the chromatin fiber.
The action of these histone deacetylases paves the way for the activity of the histone methyltransferase Clr4 (orthologous to Suv39) (Rea et al. 2000) . Clr4 methylates histone H3 on lysine 9 forming a binding site for the key heterochromatin protein Swi6 (counterpart of HP1) to form transcriptionally repressive chromatin at centromeres Bannister et al. 2001; Lachner et al. 2001; Nakayama et al. 2001) .
Small fragments (~1 kb) taken from the centromeric outer repeats can mediate silent chromatin formation when placed at an ectopic euchromatic locus (Partridge et al. 2002) . What directs this silent chromatin assembly? Such experiments might suggest that DNA sequence specific binding proteins simply directly recruit chromatin modifying and remodeling complexes that mediate heterochromatin formation. However, the astonishing finding that the RNA interference pathway is required for the formation of this outer repeat heterochromatin made a seminal link between heterochromatin and RNAi that is likely conserved (Fig. 1) (Volpe et al. 2002) .
Deletion of genes encoding three components of the RNAi pathway, Argonaute (Ago1), Dicer (Dcr1), or RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Rdp1), leads to loss of methylation of histone H3 on lysine 9 of, and Swi6 binding to, outer repeat chromatin coupled with alleviation of marker gene silencing within this centromeric heterochromatin but not in the central domain occupied by the kinetochore (Volpe et al. 2002) . Noncoding transcripts of specific sizes from the outer repeats can be detected in these cells that lack active RNAi but not in wildtype cells. Transcripts from top and bottom outer repeat
OUTER REPEAT HETEROCHROMATIN
The outer repeats of fission yeast centromeres resemble to some extent the arrays of repeats associated with metazoan centromere regions. Because no steady-state transcripts could be detected, it was suggested that they may be heterochromatic (Fishel et al. 1988 ). It has also been noted that these tandem outer repeats resemble transposable elements (Halverson et al. 1997) . Mobile elements of various types are associated with centromere regions of many species and may contribute to the heterochromatic nature of these regions. The high density of various repeats can be detected as heterochromatin coincident with the large foci of DAPI staining in interphase nuclei. In general, genes that become embedded in this heterochromatin are transcriptionally silenced (Reuter and Model for the propagation and loss of a site of centromere activity. Active centromeres allow the assembly of sister kinetochores that capture microtubules emanating from opposite spindle poles during mitosis, resulting in biorientation, chromatin stretching, and the generation of tension between sister kinetochores. Microtubule attachment and tension are recognized as signals for progression into anaphase (a) when sister chromatids separate. We propose that the resulting tension of a correctly bioriented kinetochore also marks the underlying active kinetochore chromatin in some manner (directly or indirectly) (✧) so that perhaps during the next S phase this mark is recognized at the replication fork and ensures that CENP-A nucleosomes rather than H3 nucleosomes are assembled in its wake (b). Completion of S phase results in two sister centromeres with a full complement of CENP-A and thus a robust kinetochore (c). Alternatively, replication-independent assembly mechanisms may recognize the marked CENP-A chromatin and strip out any potentially hindering H3, replacing it with CENP-A after replication is completed. If a centromere fails to biorient, no tension is generated so that the mark is not placed at the centromere at metaphase/anaphase. Thus in the following S phase (e), there is no signal to direct CENP-A chromatin assembly and therefore normal H3-containing nucleosomes are incorporated and remain at this defective centromere (f). If this centromere fails again to biorient it will again lose more CENP-A, and thus it will be more likely to lose function completely. strands, which overlap in sequence, are produced. Thus this potentially allows the formation of double-stranded RNA, which then serves as a substrate for Dicer and the generation of homologous siRNAs (Reinhart and Bartel 2002; Volpe et al. 2002) . The incorporation of these siRNAs into a RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC)-like complex (e.g., RNA-induced initiation of transcriptional gene silencing [RITS] ) allows homologous loci to be targeted and degraded (Verdel et al. 2004) .
The chromodomain protein Chp1 is required for methylation of histone H3 on lysine 9, binds dimethylated lysine 9 H3 peptide in vitro, and is dependent on the activity of the Clr4 lysine 9 H3 HMTase for recruitment to outer repeats in vivo (Partridge et al. 2002) . Chp1 has been shown to interact with Ago1 in the RITS complex making a link between the RNAi machinery and silent chromatin (see Fig. 1 ) (Verdel et al. 2004 ).
HOW DO siRNAs EFFECT CHROMATIN MODIFICATION ON HOMOLOGOUS DNA?
Our view is that siRNAs act on nascent transcripts and that the chromatin modifying activities, a lysine 9 histone H3 deacetylase (Clr3/Clr6) and histone methyltransferase (Clr4), piggyback on the RNAi machinery to modify the juxtaposed chromatin (Fig. 3 ). An alternative model is suggested by experiments in plants that demonstrated that + gene, results in transcriptional silencing of the normally euchromatic ura4 + gene. The resulting siRNAs generated by the action of Dicer are taken up by a RISC-like complex (e.g., RITS) and home in on homologous nascent ura4 transcripts at the ura4 + locus in the nucleus. Association with nascent transcripts allows the recruitment of histone-modifying activities (HMAs: HDACs and Clr4 HMTase) that mediate methylation of histone H3 in the vicinity, allowing recruitment of Swi6 and even Rad21-cohesin. This silent chromatin spreads approximately 750 bp into the ura4 + promoter in wild-type cells. In cells lacking Swi6, methylation is still detected over the region of ura4 + homologous to the 280-bp hairpin but it no longer spreads to the promoter. This is consistent with Swi6 binding allowing further Clr4 recruitment so that silent chromatin extends along the chromatin fiber from the nucleation site (Shankaranarayana et al. 2003) .
siRNAs homologous to a transgene promoter can also bring about RNA-dependent target modification and robust silencing (Fig. 4) . Because it is expected that the promoter itself is not transcribed, the prevailing view is that siRNA-DNA interactions could mediate silencing of these transgenes (Jones et al. 1999; Mette et al. 2000) .
However, our analyses in fission yeast suggest that transcription of the homologous target sequences is required (R.C. Allshire and V. Schramke, unpubl.) . This suggests that siRNA may home in on nascent transcripts and in so doing recruit various histone-modifying activities (HMAs: HDACs and HMTase) that mediate histone modification and heterochromatin assembly. This is somewhat analogous to the association of other histonemodifying activities with elongating RNA polymerase II; for example, the SET1 and SET2 H3 lysine 4 and lysine 36 HMT´ases are recruited via the CTD of RNApolII (Hampsey and Reinberg 2003) . It thus seems plausible that siRNAs and associated proteins may also allow the recruitment of histone deacetylases and Clr4 histone metyltranferase to a homologous nascent transcript in the act of being produced by elongating RNA polymerase.
RETROTRANSPOSONS SHOW A SIMILAR REGULATION TO CENTROMERE REPEATS
If the repetitive regions associated with centromeres are indeed derived from centromeres, one might expect that retrotransposons and remnant, solo long terminal repeats (LTRs) may also be assembled in RNAi-dependent heterochromatin. Our analyses demonstrated that fission yeast TF1 and TF2 solo LTRs are packaged in chromatin that is methylated on lysine 9 of histone H3 and, just like at centromeres, this heterochromatin is lost when ago1
+ are deleted, resulting in the detection of transcripts homologous to both template strands . Further analyses indicated that the repression of nearby genes is enforced by these LTRs.
This raises the possibility that the generation of double-stranded RNA alone is sufficient to bring about the assembly of heterochromatin on homologous DNA. To test this we expressed a hairpin RNA homologous to the middle of the ura4 + transcription unit (Fig. 3) . This resulted in loss of ura4 + transcripts, methylation of the ura4 + gene, recruitment of Swi6, and Rad21 cohesin . Therefore, it appears that no specific DNA sequence is required for the assembly of heterochromatin. Thus silent chromatin assembly may be inextricably linked to the generation of homologous double-stranded RNA and may form part of an endogenous surveillance mechanism that acts to clear such aberrant dsRNAs from the cell.
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF HETEROCHROMATIN AT CENTROMERES?
Heterochromatin regions are known to be "sticky" and sister chromatids remain associated in heterochromatic regions (Bernard and Allshire 2002) . In the absence of RNAi, Clr4, or Swi6, cells display elevated rates of chromosome loss and a specific defect in mitosis, lagging chromosomes on late anaphase spindles 1996; Hall et al. 2003; Volpe et al. 2003) . It is now clear that mutants that lack Swi6 at centromeres also display a defect in cohesion at centromeres but not along chromosome arms (Bernard et al. 2001; Nonaka et al. 2002) . Thus, centromeric Swi6 heterochromatin is required to mediate strong physical cohesion between sister centromeres and thereby ensure normal chromosome segregation. The defect in segregation must be due to aberrant kinetochore-spindle microtubule interactions. One possibility is that centromeres lacking heterochromatin are disorganized so that the multiple microtubule (MT) binding sites at a stable kinetochore are not rigidly oriented toward one pole but can connect with MTs rooted in opposite poles. This configuration is known as merotelic orientation and is very prevalent in somatic vertebrate cells (Cimini et al. 2001) . We propose that the heterochromatin that flanks the kinetochore is required to present the kinetochore in a rigid structure so that the multiple MT binding sites all face the same direction and only connect with MTs emanating from the same pole (Fig. 5) .
CONCLUSION
The fission yeast genome is borne on three chromosomes and fission yeast centromeres are 150 times larger than the best characterized "point" centromeres in budding yeast. The main difference is that fission yeast centromeres are subdivided into kinetochore chromatin and flanking repetitive heterochromatin, an organization that resembles that of regional metazoan centromeres. Surprisingly, budding yeast lacks centromeric heterochromatin, RNAi components, histone H3 methylated on lysine 9, and a Swi6/HP1 homolog. One of the main differences is that fission yeast centromeres associate with multiple microtubules during mitosis whereas one microtuble contacts each S. cerevisiae centromere (Ding et al. 1993; O'Toole et al. 1999) . It seems that one role for this heterochromatin is to mediate robust physical cohesion between sister centromeres and thus presumably to counteract the pulling forces created by biorientation. However, this heterochromatin also appears to play an architectural role preventing merotelic association of multiple microtubule binding sites at a single kinetochore from capturing spindle fibers rooted in opposite poles. Another possible role for this heterochromatin is that it may provide a favorable environment for the assembly of kinetochore-specific CENP-A cnp1 chromatin leading to kinetochore formation.
The fact that similar RNAi-dependent Swi6-silent chromatin is formed over retrotransposon LTRs and centromere outer repeats suggests that these outer repeats may be derived from ancient mobile elements, which now take on a key role in centromere structure and function. The fact that a synthetic hairpin RNA can also elicit heterochromatin assembly on homologous genes indicates that no "magic" cis acting sequence is necessary for heterochromatin assembly. The siRNAs generated by the double-stranded RNA are sufficient to trigger the required chromatin modification events at the homologous locus. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS R.C.A. thanks past and present members of the lab for discussions and input, especially Alison Pidoux and Vera Schramke. Thanks also to Elaine Dunleavy and Sharon White for reading and making comments on the manuscript. R.C.A. is a Wellcome Trust Principal Research Fellow. Figure 5 . A structural role for heterochromain at centromeres. RNAi, Clr4, Swi6, and cohesin mutants all display a high frequency of lagging chromosomes on late anaphase spindles. Centromeres in metazoans are known to be modular and other observations indicate that stretches of CENP-A and H3 chromatin are intermingled along the chromatin fiber. This has prompted the suggestion that these fibers are coiled or looped to present the CENP-A chromatin on the outer surface of the chromosome so that it induces kinetochore assembly on opposite sides ensuring that sisters interact with microtubules rooted in opposite poles (Sullivan et al. 2001) . The left and right sides of fission yeast centromeres may fold on each other, forming a superstructure that holds the central CENP-A domains in a rigid back-to-back orientation to promote biorientation (see Fishel et al. 1988; Takahashi et al. 1992) . Loss of heterochromatin disrupts this superstructure, allowing perhaps merotelic orientation of single kinetochores and thus lagging chromosomes during late anaphase.
